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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - MARCH 20: Empty streets are seen due to coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 20, 2020. Argentina on Friday imposed a countrywide lockdown as part of efforts to stem the spread of the coronavirus in the country. Muhammed Emin Canik / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great. '' .A street vendor sells face masks on the street.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  19 Mar 2020  Pictured: March 19, 2020, Buenos Aires, Federal Capital, Argentina: The President of Argentina, Alberto Fern???Andez, declared the total and mandatory quarantine, from midnight on Thursday and until March 31, to further reinforce the actions against the coronavirus in Argentina, where there are 128 confirmed cases, among which 3 deaths are counted..The Head of State announced that ''preventive and compulsory social isolation'' will be launched and remarked: ''This means that nobody can move from their residence, everyone has to stay at home.'' Fern???Andez explained that this measure was ordered because, despite the restrictions that were established in recent days to guarantee social isolation, ''we continue to have problems with people who do not understand that you cannot circulate on the streets in these conditions, because the risk in which you put the other is very great.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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